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HYDERABAD: An Indian salesperson calculates the price of gold bracelets at a jewelers in Hyderabad yesterday. Gold fell by INR 108 to trade at INR 24,689 per 10 grams in futures trade yesterday, largely in line with a weak trend
overseas. — AFP (See Page 24)

SAN FRANCISCO: Yahoo swung to a loss in the
second quarter, but revenues grew as the Internet
pioneer refocused its efforts on mobile and other
growing sectors. The $22 million loss in Tuesday’s
earnings report compared with a profit of $270
million in the same period a year ago. But chief
executive Marissa Mayer said she was pleased
with the revenue growth, saying, “Yahoo’s trans-
formation continues to make great progress.”

Total revenues jumped nearly 15 percent to
$1.24 billion, led by what Mayer has dubbed the
new emerging areas for Yahoo of “Mavens,” or
mobile, video, native advertising and social. “Our
Mavens investment businesses across mobile,
video, native and social grew to nearly $400 mil-
lion in revenue this quarter, delivering 60 per-
cent...  growth year-over-year,” she said in a state-
ment. For overall revenues, it was the best top-
line growth in nearly nine years, Mayer said.

Yahoo has been struggling in recent years
since losing its lead in Internet search to Google,
and has been aiming for new niches under
Mayer’s leadership. A key asset for Yahoo is its

stake in Chinese online giant Alibaba. That stake
is to be spun off into a separate company later
this year. Yahoo made no comment about its
awaited ruling by the US Internal Revenue
Service on whether the transaction will be tax-
free but said the spinoff was on track to be com-
pleted by the end of the year. Yahoo has warned
in the filing that there could be tax implications,
potentially in the billions of dollars. The Alibaba
stake is worth some $30 billion, and the spinoff is
expected to add to pressure on Mayer and Yahoo
to show growth in the core business.

Inform, connect, entertain
Mayer said she sees Yahoo’s focus on “search,

communications and digital content that inform,
connect and entertain our users.” She especially
expressed optimism about mobile search, where
Yahoo has a better opportunity to gain market
share. “Mobile has fundamentally changed the
search landscape,” she said. With its own mobile
search engine dubbed Gemini, Mayer said “we
believe we can deliver a better, more intuitive

experience... we will continue to innovate and we
are very excited about the future.” She said search
remains a key area for Yahoo and that mobile
search “is fertile ground for innovation.” Mayer
said Yahoo also sees potential gains from video,
digital magazines and its Tumblr blogging plat-
form, acquired in 2013 to help Yahoo connect
with younger online users.

But she said the coming quarter may see
“pressure” on revenues because of investment in
new products, and that it may be difficult to
match the totals from a year ago when it saw
some one-time gains. Yahoo last week formally
notified US regulators that it is spinning off its
stake in Alibaba to an independent new company
called Aabaco Holdings. Aabaco will wind up
owning approximately 384 million shares of
Alibaba Group, representing an interest of about
15 percent, according to a filing with the US
Securities and Exchange Commission. The move
was designed to sidestep taxes and appease
investors eager to tap into Yahoo’s multibillion-
dollar stake in Alibaba. — AFP 

Yahoo swings to loss as revenues rise
Internet-media company misses earnings expectations

CALIFORNIA: Photo shows signage outside Yahoo’s headquarters in Sunnyvale, Calif.
Yahoo reports quarterly financial results on Tuesday, July 21, 2015. — AP 

ATHENS: The jury is still out on whether Prime
Minister Alexis Tsipras is the man who capitulated
to “blackmail” from Greece’s international credi-
tors, or pulled his country back from the abyss.
The charismatic young premier has a reputation
for bold gambles, but he took one of his boldest
yet on July 13 by agreeing to exactly the kind of
tough economic reforms he had previously
rejected. Tsipras and his radical-left party Syriza
swept to power in January on an anti-austerity
ticket, accusing Greece’s creditors of bringing the
country to its knees through steep spending cuts.

The cash-for-reforms deal reached last week,
worth up to 86 billion euros ($93 billion) over
three years, includes more pain in the form of tax
hikes, as well as a pensions overhaul and privati-
zations the government had previously opposed.
Many Greeks viewed it as a humiliating climb-
down. But Tsipras-who barely has time to eat or
sleep, according to his mother has fiercely argued
it was the only way to stop his country from
crashing out of the euro and into the unknown.

“I had specific choices before me: one was to
accept a deal I disagree with on many points,
another was a disorderly default,” he said in an
impassioned appeal to parliament before a vote
on the measures last week. That vote saw a major
rebellion amongst his own lawmakers, and
Tsipras only managed to get it passed with oppo-
sition help. Outside, anti-austerity protesters
lobbed petrol bombs at police. The hashtag
#ThisIsACoup trended on Twitter. Most analysts
say early elections are inevitable if the Syriza
mutiny continues, although a government
spokeswoman insisted on Monday: “Elections are
not useful at the moment, and the government

has no intention of organising any.” Tsipras faces a
second vote on measures tied to the bailout.
While this bill is less controversial than the sweep-
ing changes to Greece’s taxes, pensions and labor
rules that 32 Syriza MPs rejected last week, the
vote remains a crucial test of the premier ’s
authority. Pro-government newspaper Avgi said
on Sunday that the vote would be a “crash test”
that could even result in Tsipras’s resignation. “If
there are new losses, in whatever form, (Tsipras)
will hand back his mandate,” the daily said.

Rebel who backed down
A fan of Che Guevara and a hater of neck-ties,

40-year-old Tsipras forged his firebrand image
early in life, protesting as a teenager for students’
right to skip class if they want. He met Betty
Baziana-the mother of his two boys at high
school, when both joined the Communist Youth.
An engineer by training, Tsipras was born in the
suburbs of Athens in 1974, the year which
marked the collapse of a seven-year army dicta-
torship that mercilessly persecuted leftists and
Communists. His early steps in politics were
informed by hard-left positions even as he took
up with different parties, winning a seat on
Athens’s municipal council with Synaspismos, a
left-wing coalition, in 2007.  He was elected
Synaspismos leader the following year, and Syriza
leader in 2008, aged just 34.

In Brussels, his erratic negotiating tactics infu-
riated creditors, who accused the Greeks of gam-
bling the country’s future by engaging in irre-
sponsible brinkmanship-notably by calling a snap
referendum on the bailout, urging citizens to
reject the proposals. —AFP

Alexis Tsipras: Selfless 

statesman or sellout?

NEW YORK: The Iran nuclear pact could eventual-
ly help thousands of Iranian-Americans who have
struggled with red tape, shuttered accounts, and
even criminal prosecution to conduct bank trans-
actions, although relief seems unlikely anytime
soon. As Washington tightened sanctions on
nearly all trade with Iran in recent years, interna-
tional banking transfers that most Americans take
for granted have become increasingly fraught for
the roughly 500,000 US-based Iranian-Americans.

Iranian-Americans and their families seeking
to send and receive remittances have been hard
hit, from students at US universities in need of
tuition money from home to Iranian-Americans
trying to settle estates of deceased parents in
Iran. “My money is there, but I cannot use it here,”
said Reza Hedayati, a New York radiologist who
has not seen a cent of the proceeds from the
recent sale of a family home back in Iran.
Hedayati, 70, who moved to the United States in
1973, has yet to figure out how to get the money
out of Iran. The historic deal signed last week by
Iran and six major powers offers a glimmer of
hope for people like Hedayati. It will eventually
lift some restrictions on dealing with several
major Iranian banks.

The US trade ban still makes direct transfers
between US and Iranian banks impossible, but
the change could open ways for European or Gulf
banks to act as intermediaries for money transfers
between family members in the United States
and Iran. A carve-out to the US trade ban with
Iran allows for family remittances, but those funds

have to be routed through third-country financial
entities that deal with Iran. With a range of non-
nuclear US sanctions on Iran staying in place,
major banks remain highly wary of dealing with
Iranian institutions. 

The US Treasury is not expected to relax its
designation of the entire Iranian financial sector
as a “primary money laundering concern.” About a
dozen mostly European banks, including HSBC
Holdings Plc and BNP Paribas, have paid nearly
$14 billion in US penalties for sanctions-busting
since 2009. Nonetheless, some foreign financial
institutions will eventually want to test the
waters, said Eytan J. Fisch, former assistant policy
director for the US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), which oversees
the sanctions. “It will be kind of a slow building
process but I do think it will happen,” said Fisch,
now a lawyer for Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom LLP in Washington who advises financial
institutions.

Ensnared
Some transactions, such as selling property in

Iran, require a permit from OFAC which also typi-
cally authorizes the seller to transfer the pro-
ceeds. Lawyers say that the process to get the
sale permit can take six months or longer and
legal fees can run from $2,000 to $12,000. “A lot of
these transactions which are legally possible are
logistically challenging,” said Farhad Alavi, a
lawyer in Washington who helps Iranian-
Americans facilitate remittances to and from Iran.

OFAC did not immediately respond to a request
for comment. Iranian-Americans more often have
to turn to unofficial currency exchangers in coun-
tries such as Turkey or the United Arab Emirates
to transfer money between Iran and the United
States.

Many of those institutions are also used by
money launderers and other criminal networks,
raising red flags with bank compliance officers,
US regulators and prosecutors. Several major US
banks contacted by Reuters, including Bank of
America Corp, JPMorgan Chase & Co and
Citigroup Inc declined to comment on how or
whether they planned to change their policies on
dealing with Iran. Years of sanctions have snared
some Iranian-Americans. In one prominent case,
federal agents in 2010 stormed the home of
Mahmoud Reza Banki, an Iranian immigrant and
US citizen working for McKinsey & Co in New
York, after he received about $3.4 million from
family members in Iran.

He said the money, which he declared on his
taxes and used partly to purchase a New York
apartment, came from his mother’s divorce settle-
ment. The 39-year-old was denied bail, convicted
of conspiracy to violate sanctions laws and sen-
tenced to 2-1/2 years in prison.  An appeals court
overturned the conviction in 2012, but not before
Banki had served 22 months in jail. Banki, who still
has a criminal record for making false statements,
told Reuters he shared a maximum security cell
with a convicted murderer at one point and is still
struggling to find work. —Reuters
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